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Abstract

Efficient dynamic resource provisioning algorithms are necessary to the development and automation of Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) networks. The main goal of these algorithms is to offer services that satisfy the QoS requirements of individual
users while guaranteeing at the same time an efficient utilization of network resources.

In this paper we introduce a new service model that provides per-flow bandwidth guarantees, where users subscribe for
a guaranteed rate; moreover, the network periodically individuates unused bandwidth and proposes short-term contracts
where extra-bandwidth is allocated and guaranteed exclusively to users who can exploit it to transmit at a rate higher than
their subscribed rate.

To implement this service model we propose a dynamic provisioning architecture for intra-domain Quality of Service
networks. We develop a set of dynamic on-line bandwidth allocation algorithms that take explicitly into account traffic
statistics and users’ utility functions to increase users’ benefit and network revenue.

Further, we propose a mathematical formulation of the extra-bandwidth allocation problem that maximizes network
revenue. The solution of this model allows to obtain an upper bound on the performance achievable by any on-line band-
width allocation algorithm.

We demonstrate through simulation in realistic network scenarios that the proposed dynamic allocation algorithms are
superior to static provisioning in providing resource allocation both in terms of total accepted load and network revenue,
and they approach, in several network scenarios, the ideal performance provided by the mathematical model.
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1. Introduction

Efficient dynamic resource provisioning mecha-
nisms are necessary to the development and auto-
mation of Quality of Service networks.
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In communication networks, resource allocation
is performed mainly in a static way, on time scales
on the order of hours to months. However, stati-
cally provisioned network resources can become
insufficient or considerably under-utilized if traffic
statistics change significantly [2]. Telecommunica-
tion companies often overbook network resources
to increase their income, but overbooking is often
performed statically, without considering users’
behavior and perceived utility [3].

Therefore, a key challenge for the deployment of
Quality of Service networks is the development of
solutions that can dynamically track traffic statistics
and allocate network resources efficiently, satisfying
the QoS requirements of users while aiming at max-
imizing, at the same time, resource utilization and
network revenue.

Recently, dynamic bandwidth allocation has
attracted research interest and many algorithms
and architectures have been proposed in the litera-
ture [2–20].

Several algorithms extend the max–min fair allo-
cation principle [4] taking into account the utility
perceived by network applications [5–12]. To imple-
ment such allocation algorithms that guarantee QoS
constraints to network users, many dynamic provi-
sioning architectures have been proposed [2,13–
18]. These approaches and related work are dis-
cussed in Section 2.

In this paper, we first propose a new service
model that provides quantitative per-flow band-
width guarantees, where users subscribe for a guar-
anteed transmission rate. Moreover, the network
periodically individuates unused bandwidth and
proposes short-term contracts where extra-band-
width is allocated and guaranteed exclusively to
users who are willing to pay for it to transmit at a
rate higher than their subscribed rate. Bandwidth
allocation is enforced at network edges using traffic
shaping schemes.

To implement this service model we propose a
distributed provisioning architecture composed by
core and edge routers. Core routers monitor band-
width availability and periodically report this infor-
mation to ingress routers. Moreover, if persistent
congestion is detected, core routers notify immedi-
ately ingress routers.

Ingress routers perform a dynamic tracking of the
effective number of active connections, as proposed
in [19,20], as well as of their actual sending rate. Based
on such information and that communicated by core
routers, ingress routers allocate network resources.
For this purpose, we develop three dynamic on-
line bandwidth allocation algorithms, with increas-
ing level of complexity, that take into account traffic
statistics as well as users’ profile and willingness to
acquire extra-bandwidth based on their bandwidth
utility function. These algorithms aim at overcom-
ing static provisioning and overbooking techniques
by performing resource allocation adaptively and
intelligently, maximizing users’ satisfaction and
improving at the same time network quality.

Further, we propose a mathematical formulation
of the extra-bandwidth allocation problem that
maximizes network revenue. The solution of this
model allows us to obtain an upper bound on the
performance achievable by any on-line allocation
algorithm.

We evaluate by simulation the performance of
our proposed bandwidth allocation algorithms in
realistic network scenarios. Numerical results show
that our algorithms and service model allow to
achieve better performance than statically provi-
sioned networks both in terms of accepted load
and network revenue.

In summary, this paper makes the following
contributions:

• the definition of a new service model that takes
into account users’ profile and traffic statistics;

• the proposition of three on-line algorithms for
dynamic bandwidth allocation that aim at maxi-
mizing both users’ utility and network revenue;

• a mathematical formulation of the bandwidth
allocation problem that provides an upper bound
on the performance achievable by on-line alloca-
tion algorithms;

• an extensive performance evaluation of the pro-
posed algorithms in several realistic network
scenarios.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 dis-
cusses related work. Section 3 introduces our pro-
posed service model and provisioning architecture.
Section 4 presents a precise statement of the band-
width allocation problem. Further, a utility-based
definition of the network extra-revenue is provided.
Section 5 proposes a set of dynamic on-line band-
width allocation algorithms. Section 6 illustrates a
mathematical model for the bandwidth assignment
problem that provides upper bounds to our
bandwidth allocation algorithms. Section 7 dis-
cusses numerical results that show the efficiency of
our dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithms
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compared to a static allocation technique and to the
bounds provided by the proposed mathematical
model. Finally, Section 8 concludes this work.
2. Dynamic bandwidth allocation: algorithms

and architectures

The problem of bandwidth allocation in commu-
nication networks has been addressed in many
recent works. Both allocation algorithms [4–12]
and provisioning architectures [2,13–18] have been
proposed in the literature, and are reviewed in the
following.

Recently, bandwidth allocation and rate control
problems have been addressed in [4–12].

In [4], a max–min fair allocation algorithm is
proposed to allocate available bandwidth equally
among all connections bottlenecked at the same
link. This algorithm implicitly assumes that the util-
ity function, as defined in [21], is the same for each
user for a given assigned rate, and therefore it max-
imizes the minimum bandwidth allocated to each
application.

The authors in [5] extend the max–min fair allo-
cation algorithm to the case where each flow can be
split among several paths, proposing an approxi-
mated algorithm where users’ demands are routed
and allocated such that the max–min fairness crite-
rion is achieved.

In our work we extend the max–min fair alloca-
tion algorithm proposed in [4] to perform a periodic
allocation of unused bandwidth, through short-term
contracts, to users who are willing to transmit more
than their subscribed rate. Note that our approach
differs from other ones like the ABR (Available
Bit Rate) service in ATM networks [22], or ECN
(Explicit Congestion Notification) in IP networks
[23], which define asynchronous and continuous
rate control mechanisms to avoid network conges-
tion based on router notification messages. Our pro-
posed service model allocates and guarantees extra-
bandwidth on demand to users for the duration of
at least one update interval, which is on the order
of tens of seconds.

The algorithms proposed in [6–12] take explicitly
into account application specific utility functions in
the bandwidth allocation process.

An extension to the max–min fair allocation
algorithm is proposed in [6]. In [7,8], the authors
deal with allocation problems in which utility func-
tions are concave.
A distributed approach is proposed in [9], where
the authors investigate the problem of allocating
transmission data rates to users who have concave
as well as sigmoidal utility functions, to take into
account the behavior of different applications.
Moreover, it is shown that applying rate control
algorithms developed for concave utility functions
in a generic network scenario can lead to instability
and high network congestion.

In [10], the authors extend the Nash Bargaining
Solution concept to allocate the bandwidth between
applications with general concave utility functions.
Furthermore, some computational methods for
obtaining fair allocations in a general topology,
based on a dual Lagrangian approach and on
semi-definite programming, are presented.

In our service model, we do not restrict the utility
functions to be concave; in line with [9,10], we allow
users to have more general utility functions that are
more suitable for modelling the behavior of various
applications. However, to solve the problem of
extra-bandwidth allocation, we distinguish two
cases: (1) all users have concave utility functions
[24]; or (2) users have concave as well as non con-
cave utility functions. In the first case, we propose
a mathematical formulation of the bandwidth allo-
cation problem that maximizes the total system
utility, while in the second case we introduce two
on-line measurement-based heuristics.

Bandwidth allocation algorithms are often imple-
mented in network architectures to guarantee QoS
constraints to network users. Dynamic bandwidth
provisioning in Quality of Service networks has
recently attracted a lot of research attention due
to its potential to achieve efficient resource utiliza-
tion while providing the required quality of service
to network users [2,13–18].

In [2,13], the authors propose a dynamic edge
and core provisioning architecture for differentiated
services IP networks. The basic role of edge provi-
sioning is to perform dynamic ingress link sharing.
The core provisioning architecture consists of a set
of algorithms for interior nodes. A self-adaptive
mechanism is adopted to adjust service weights of
weighted fair queueing schedulers at core routers;
an immediate reduction of edge bandwidth is per-
formed after receiving a Congestion-Alarm signal
from core nodes; finally, a periodic bandwidth re-
alignment is performed to establish a max–min fair
bandwidth allocation to traffic aggregates.

The work in [2] has similar objectives to our
research. However, the considered service model
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differs from our proposed model in that it provides
assurances in terms of delay and packet loss bounds
using class-based weighted fair queueing schedulers
at core routers and various queue management
schemes, while in our work we focus mainly on quan-
titative bandwidth guarantees. Moreover, the traffic
statistics are not taken into account in the bandwidth
allocation procedure in [2], and only a centralized
scheme is considered while in our work we suggest
a distributed architecture implementation.

The policy-based architecture presented in [14]
for DiffServ networks adjusts dynamically the poli-
cies on in-profile and out-of-profile traffics based on
the current state of the network estimated using
bandwidth monitors. However, this scheme, while
achieving dynamic QoS adaptation for multimedia
applications, does not take into account the users
utility function and their eventual willingness to be
charged for transmitting out-of-profile traffic, thus
increasing network revenue.

In [15] a connection management strategy for
QoS networks is introduced to maximize service
providers revenue, while reducing blocking experi-
enced by users.

In [16], a generic pricing structure is presented to
characterize the pricing schemes currently used in
the Internet, and a dynamic, congestion-sensitive pric-
ing algorithm is introduced to provide an incentive for
multimedia applications to adapt their sending rates
according to network conditions. As in [16], we take
into account users bandwidth utility functions to eval-
uate our proposed allocation algorithms based on the
increased network revenue that is achieved. However,
the authors in [16] consider a different service model
than that proposed in our work and focus mainly
on the issue of dynamic pricing to perform rate adap-
tation based on network conditions.

The idea of measuring dynamically the effective
number of active connections as well as their actual
sending rate is a well accepted technique [17,19,20].
In [17], the authors propose an active resource man-
agement approach (ARM) for a differentiated ser-
vices environment. The basic concept behind
ARM is that by effectively knowing when a client
is sending packets and how much of its allocated
bandwidth is being used at any given time, the
unused bandwidth can be re-allocated without loss
of service. This concept is in line with our research
objectives. Differently from our work, however,
ARM does not guarantee to the user a minimum
subscribed bandwidth throughout the contract
duration since unused bandwidth is sent to a pool
of available bandwidth and it can be used to admit
new connections in the network, in spite of those
already admitted.

3. Service model and dynamic provisioning

architecture

In this section we first introduce our proposed
service model. We then present a distributed provi-
sioning architecture which implements such service
model and the signalling messages used to assure
the interaction between network elements.

3.1. Service model

We propose a service model that both provides a
quantitative per-flow bandwidth guarantee and
exploits the unused bandwidth individuated period-
ically in the network to propose short-term guaran-
teed extra-bandwidth to users who are willing to
pay more to get a higher bandwidth. Our service
model allocates network resources adaptively and
intelligently, allowing network quality differentia-
tion and improving resource utilization even when
bandwidth overbooking is deployed.

In the allocation process, different weights can be
assigned to network users to distribute extra-band-
width with different priorities; such weights can be
set statically off-line, based on the service contract
proposed to the user, or can be adapted on-line
based, for example, on the user bandwidth utility
function.

Our proposed service model is therefore charac-
terized by:

• A quantitative bandwidth guarantee, expressed
through the specification of user’s subscribed
rate.

• Short-term guaranteed extra-bandwidth: the net-
work is monitored on-line to individuate unused
bandwidth that is allocated to users who can
exploit it to transmit extra-traffic for the duration
specified in the contract. The contract duration
depends on the user request and can span over
several consecutive update intervals.

• A weight that is used in the extra-bandwidth
assignment procedure and is related to the global
benefit of assigning additional bandwidth to that
user.

Note that part of the unused bandwidth can be
collected from users that transmit at a rate inferior
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to their subscribed rate. However, when such users
increase their transmission rate, they will obtain at
least their subscribed rate within few iterations of
the bandwidth allocation algorithm. In these situa-
tions, the provider could pay a penalty for the per-
iod in which the user has been assigned a rate less
than his subscribed rate.

Throughout this paper, we will consider the case
with the minimum possible contract duration, i.e.
one update interval. This will provide a basis for
comparing the performance of all the proposed
bandwidth allocation algorithms, since it provides
the maximum flexibility in bandwidth allocation.

Bandwidth allocation is enforced at network
edges using standard traffic shaping techniques
implemented at ingress nodes. Inside the network
we assume that flow classification mechanisms and
QoS-based scheduling schemes are adopted for each
micro-flow or at least for flow aggregates. MPLS
[25] and GMPLS [26,27] networks with advanced
scheduling techniques like WFQ [28] are one of
the most suitable application scenarios for the pro-
posed service model.

Finally, note that our proposed service model
and allocation algorithms can be applied to micro-
flows or traffic aggregates, depending on the appli-
cation scenarios and the granularity of traffic
control enforced in the network. An interesting net-
work service that can benefit from the proposed
model is Virtual Private Network, where traffic is
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Fig. 1. The proposed distributed architecture tha
quite variable and both QoS perceived by users
and network utilization can be greatly improved
managing dynamically network resources.
3.2. Architecture and control messaging

To implement our service model we assume a dis-
tributed architecture constituted by core and edge
routers, as shown in Fig. 1; traffic monitors are
installed on ingress and core routers to perform
on-line measurements on the incoming traffic flows
and links utilization, respectively.

Each ingress router can measure the offered rate
as well as the transmission rate of each connection
entering the network through it, defined respectively
as the total load generated by the connection and
the amount of its traffic accepted in the network.
Such information is then exchanged periodically,
through update messages, with all the other ingress
routers to report the current incoming traffic
statistics.

Every update interval, all ingress routers execute
simultaneously the same algorithm to individuate
unused and spare bandwidth, and to allocate such
resources dynamically and efficiently based on
local information as well as on traffic statistics con-
tained in the received update messages. For this
purpose we propose in Section 5 three bandwidth
allocation algorithms with increasing complexity
and performance. Bandwidth allocation is then
Core Routers

andwidth

t supports dynamic bandwidth allocation.
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enforced using traffic shaping techniques at ingress
routers.

Note that, since bandwidth allocation is per-
formed only every update interval, traffic variations
can be tracked only with such granularity. Obvi-
ously, a trade-off exists between the granularity in
bandwidth allocation and the overhead resulting
from more frequent message exchanges. We will
provide an upper bound on the overhead due to
the exchange of signalling messages as well as on
the delay involved in updating such information in
Section 7, showing that our proposed approach is
viable in realistic network scenarios.

Since each ingress router executes the same allo-
cation algorithm autonomously, the allocation pro-
cedure always terminates. To achieve the best
performance all ingress routers should ideally work
synchronously. If some ingress routers execute the
allocation algorithm with out-of-date network state
information it may happen that more traffic is
admitted than the network can afford, causing con-
gestion at core routers.

Therefore, in our architecture we assume that
core routers measure links utilization and provide
a feedback to ingress routers using techniques simi-
lar to ECN [23]. Such feedback is used to notify the
ingress routers that congestion is experienced in
some network nodes, or that link and node failures
are detected, so that ingress routers can invoke
immediately bandwidth re-allocation to solve these
situations.

The messages exchanged between network rou-
ters, illustrated with arrows in Fig. 1, are similar
to the control messages proposed in [2] to report
persistent congestion or resource availability. A
subset of the messages defined in the RNAP proto-
col [29] can be used for these purposes.

We observe that, since in our architecture we con-
sider update intervals on the order of tens of seconds,
precise synchronization between edge routers is not a
key issue. We discuss in more details the trade-offs in
the setting of the update interval in Section 7.

Since dynamic provisioning algorithms are com-
plementary to admission control algorithms [2], in
our work we assume that admission control algo-
rithms are adopted at the edge of the network.
Admission control algorithms guarantee that the
problem of assigning the minimum required band-
width is always feasible and that all the spare band-
width can be exploited.

Finally, note that a centralized architecture that
implements our proposed service model can be
devised as well; the extension with respect to the
proposed distributed architecture is straightforward
and therefore is not discussed in this paper.

4. Network model

Let us model the network as a directed graph
G = (N,L) where nodes represent routers and direc-
ted arcs represent links. Each link l 2 L has associ-
ated the capacity Cl. A set of K connections is
offered to the network. Each connection is repre-
sented by the notation (sk,dk, srk, r_mink), for
k = 1, . . . ,K, where sk, dk, srk and r_mink represent
respectively the connections source node, destina-
tion node, subscribed rate and the minimum band-
width the application requires to work correctly.
Let al

k be the routing matrix: al
k ¼ 1 if connection

k is routed on link l, al
k ¼ 0 otherwise. We assume

that a communication between a user pair is estab-
lished by creating a session involving a path that
remains fixed throughout the user pair conversation
duration. The session path choice method (i.e. the
routing algorithm) is not considered in this paper.

We denote the interval between two successive
allocations performed by the algorithm as the
update interval, whose duration is Tu seconds.

At the beginning of every update interval n, each
ingress router determines, for every connection k that
enters the network through it, the offered load (Oln�1

k )
as well as its actual transmission rate (bn�1

k ), obtained
respectively by averaging over the previous update
interval the total load generated by connection k

and the amount of its traffic accepted in the network.
This information is then sent to all other ingress

routers using control messages as described in the
previous section, so that all ingress routers share
the same information about current traffic statistics
and perform simultaneously the same allocation
procedure outputting the same assigned rates for
the connections.

Based on this information, connections are classi-
fied according to their traffic statistics, as specified
in the following. Such classification is used in the
bandwidth allocation process to achieve high net-
work revenue.

4.1. Connections classification

The K connections offered to the network are first
classified according to the following criteria.

Connections having bn�1
k < r mink are considered

idle; all other active connections are further classified
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as greedy if they used all their subscribed rate srk,
otherwise they are classified as non-greedy.

We denote by Ki, Kng and Kg the sets of idle, non-

greedy and greedy connections, respectively.
Greedy connections are assigned extra-bandwidth

by the network according to their traffic statistics
and utility functions, thus contributing to increase
network revenue, defined in the following.

Note that some owners of greedy connections
may not be inclined to pay more to transmit at a
rate higher than their subscribed rate. However, it
is easy to take into account users’ indications since
each user can specify in his contract (either statically
or dynamically) whether he is willing to participate
in the extra-bandwidth allocation process or not.

Note that connections are classified based on
their transmission rate only. In fact, in this classifi-
cation, we do not consider the connections’ offered
rate since it may be difficult to measure it for all
sources; this is the reason why one of our proposed
bandwidth allocation algorithms does not take into
account this parameter.
4.2. Network revenue

We define, in line with [16], the average network
revenue as the total charge paid to the network for
all the extra-bandwidth utilization, averaged over
all the bandwidth update intervals. In this computa-
tion we consider only network revenue generated by
greedy users that are assigned extra-bandwidth by
our proposed dynamic allocation algorithms. The
revenue deriving from the static subscription of
guaranteed rates (srk) is not considered since we
focus on the extra network revenue that dynamic
allocation can generate.

As already stated, we do not consider the pricing
component of bandwidth utility functions, and we
simply assume that network revenue is equal to
the extra-utility perceived by network users. Fur-
thermore we assume, in line with [7], that the utili-
ties are additive so that the aggregate utility of
rate allocation is given by the sum of the utilities
perceived by all network users.

Using the notation introduced in the previous
section, the average network extra-utility can be
obtained averaging over all the update intervals i

the quantity:X
k2Ki

g

U kðbi
kÞ � UkðsrkÞ; ð1Þ
where srk and bi
k represent, respectively, the sub-

scribed rate and the average transmission rate in
the ith update interval for all the connections
k 2 Ki

g that are greedy in such interval, and Uk(x)
models the perceived utility of the kth user for an
allocation of x bandwidth units.

Since in this paper we assume for simplicity that
the price paid by each greedy user is equal to its per-
ceived extra-utility, (1) represents also the network
extra-revenue. In all the numerical results presented
in Section 7 we use the expression ‘‘network extra-
revenue’’ with such meaning.

Note that the goal of our proposed bandwidth
allocation algorithms is different from that of previ-
ous works [4–12] since we focus on maximizing the
network extra-revenue. The algorithms presented in
the next Section consider the connections classifica-
tion as a basic step of the bandwidth allocation
process.

The maximization of the extra-revenue (1) can be
further interpreted from a different point of view: if
we consider network scenarios where users are
charged based only on their subscribed rate (e.g. flat
charging in xDSL access networks), our allocation
algorithms increase the overall users’ utility, thus
improving the quality of network services perceived
by all users. Therefore, networks where the pro-
posed algorithms are deployed will provide a better
quality of service to their users.

5. Dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithms

In this section, we propose three dynamic band-
width allocation algorithms with different complex-
ity and performance.

The proposed algorithms take into account the
traffic statistics measured on-line, the links utiliza-
tion and users’ utility functions to allocate network
capacity maximizing the total network revenue and
satisfying at the same time the individual user’s
requirements. The goal is to determine rn

k , the
amount of bandwidth allocated to each source k

in the nth update interval.
All the proposed algorithms proceed in two main

steps:

• In step one, bandwidth is allocated to all active
connections trying to match their near-term traf-
fic requirements that are predicted based on the
statistics collected by ingress routers.

• In step two, the spare bandwidth as well as
the bandwidth left unused by idle and active
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connections is individuated on each link. Such
available extra-bandwidth is allocated with guar-
antee during the current update interval exclu-
sively to connections that can take advantage of
it since they are willing to transmit at a rate
higher than their subscribed rate.

The first step (Section 5.1) is in common with all
the allocation algorithms, while the second step
(Section 5.2) differs for each algorithm as detailed
in the following.
5.1. Bandwidth allocation according to user

requirements

Using the definitions and notation introduced
previously, we perform the following assignments:

• Idle connections are assigned their minimum
required transmission rate, i.e. rn

k ¼ r mink;
8k 2 Ki.

• Non-greedy connections are assigned a band-
width that can accommodate traffic growth in
the current update interval while, at the same
time, save unused bandwidth that can be re-allo-
cated to other users.
Several techniques have been proposed in the lit-
erature to predict the near-term transmission rate
of a connection based on past traffic measure-
ments; however, the focus of this paper is not
to determine the best traffic predictor.
In this work we only consider the last measured
transmission rate, bn�1

k , and we propose the fol-
lowing simple bandwidth allocation: rn

k ¼ minf2�
bn�1

k ; srkg; 8k 2 Kng. Hence, the rate assigned in
this step to each non-greedy connection is at most
the double of the rate used in the previous interval
without exceeding the subscribed rate which is
guaranteed to such connection.
We will gauge the impact of this choice in Section
7, based on the performance achieved by our pro-
posed mathematical model.
Since the bandwidth allocated to a user can at
most double from one update interval to the other,
this could affect the performance of users that
experience steep increase in their subscribed rate.
For this reason, a penalty can be introduced when
the user perceives that he is assigned less band-
width than his subscribed rate.

• Greedy connections are assigned in this step their
subscribed rate srk, and they further take part to
the allocation of extra-bandwidth performed in
the second step, since they are already exploiting
all their subscribed rate.
5.2. Allocation of spare bandwidth

After having performed the allocations described
in the first step, each algorithm individuates on each
link l the residual bandwidth Rl, i.e. the spare band-
width as well as the bandwidth left unused by idle
and non-greedy connections. Rl is hence given by
the following expression:

Rl ¼ Cl �
X

k2Ki[Kng

rn
k � al

k þ
X
k2Kg

srk � al
k

 !
; 8l 2 L;

ð2Þ

where the first summation represents the total band-
width allocated in the first step to idle and non-gree-
dy connections, while the second summation
represents the bandwidth allocated to greedy con-
nections. Such extra-bandwidth is distributed exclu-
sively to greedy users who can exploit it to transmit
at a rate higher than their subscribed rate.

To this aim, we propose in the following three
dynamic on-line algorithms for the bandwidth allo-
cation problem; in Section 6 we illustrate a mathe-
matical model which provides an upper bound to
the network revenue that can be obtained by any
dynamic on-line bandwidth allocation scheme.
5.2.1. Optimum bandwidth allocation algorithm

If we assume that the utility function Uk(x) and
the offered load are known or can be estimated for
every greedy source k, then we can illustrate the
Optimum Bandwidth Allocation (OBA) problem for-
mulation. The decision variable f n

k , k 2 Kg, repre-
sents the amount of extra-bandwidth that is
allocated to each greedy connection during the nth
update interval. We maximize the total network
extra-revenue considering the following mathemati-
cal model:

Maximize
X
k2Kg

U kðsrk þ f n
k Þ � U kðsrkÞ; ð3Þ

s:t:
X
k2Kg

f n
k � al

k 6 Rl; 8l 2 L; ð4Þ

srk þ f n
k 6 Oln�1

k ; 8k 2 Kg; ð5Þ
f n

k P 0; 8k 2 Kg: ð6Þ



Table 1
Pseudo-code specification of the Simple Dynamic Bandwidth
Allocation algorithm (SDBA)

Algorithm SDBA(Kg,Rl,al
k)

(1) initialize all f n
k ¼ 0;8k 2 Kg

(2) remove from the link set L all links l 2 L that have
a number of connections crossing them nl equal to 0

(3) for every link l 2 L, compute Fl = Rl/nl

(4) identify the link a that minimizes Fa

i.e. ajFa = mink(Fk)
(5) set f n

k ¼ F a;8k 2 Ka, where Ka � Kg is the set
of greedy connections that cross link a

(6) for every link l, update the residual capacity and the
number of crossing greedy connections as follows:

Rl ¼ Rl �
X
k2Ka

f n
k � al

k

nl ¼ nl �
X
k2Ka

al
k

(7) remove from set L link a and those that have nl = 0
(8) if L is empty, then stop; else go to Step (3)

B
10

3

1

R C

A

Fig. 2. Example scenario that illustrates the operation of the
SDBA algorithm: two connections are established between nodes
(A,C) and between nodes (B,C). Residual capacities are indicated
next to each link.
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The objective function (3) is the total network
extra-revenue.

Constraint (4) represents capacity constraints
expressed for each link of the graph.

Constraint (5) imposes that, for every update
interval n, the total load allocated to each greedy
source k does not exceed the total load offered to
the network by k, thus avoiding to waste extra-
bandwidth.

Here we assume that the traffic offered by each
connection in the current update interval can be
approximated by that measured in the previous
interval. With such choice we implemented a simple
traffic prediction strategy, and we will demonstrate
in Section 7 that OBA can achieve a significant
performance improvement with respect to other
allocation algorithms even with such simplistic
assumption. Evidently, more efficient traffic predic-
tors can be devised to increase the efficiency of
OBA, but this is out of the main focus of this paper.

This problem formulation is in general non-linear
due to utility functions; it involves a number of deci-
sion variables equal to the number of greedy con-
nections jKgj, which can be at most equal to the
total number of connections offered to the network,
K. On the other hand, the number of constraints is
equal to jLj + 2jKgj, where jLj is the total number of
links in the network.

If sources’ offered load is unknown or difficult to
estimate, we can consider an alternate formulation
to the OBA problem by simply dropping constraint
(5).

If all users’ utility functions are differentiable and
strictly concave, then the objective function (3) is
differentiable and strictly concave. Since the feasible
region (4)–(6) is compact, a maximizing value of f n

k

exists and can be found using Lagrangian methods.
When utility functions are unknown or even

offered loads cannot be measured, the OBA model
can not be applied. For this reason we further
develop two other heuristic algorithms, detailed in
the following.

5.2.2. Simple dynamic bandwidth allocation
algorithm

When neither the utility functions nor the offered
loads can be easily measured for all sources, we pro-
pose the Simple Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation
(SDBA) algorithm, recently presented by the
authors in [1] and detailed in Table 1. SDBA is an
extended version of the max–min fair allocation
algorithm introduced in [4], where the extra-band-
width is distributed to greedy sources according to
the max–min fairness criterion.

The simple idea behind SDBA is the following:
the extra-bandwidth is allocated equally to all
greedy sources bottlenecked at the same link, start-
ing from the link that imposes the most stringent
capacity constraint.

SDBA takes as input the set Kg of greedy connec-
tions, the link set L with the residual capacity on
each link l, Rl, and the routing matrix al

k, and pro-
duces as output the amount of extra-bandwidth
f n

k ; k 2 Kg that is assigned to each greedy connection
during the nth update interval, so that finally
rn

k ¼ srk þ f n
k ; 8k 2 Kg.

To illustrate the operation of SDBA, let us refer
to the simple network scenario shown in Fig. 2,
where four greedy connections are active in the
nth update interval: two connections (C1 and C2)



Table 2
Path for the connections in the example scenario of Fig. 2

Connection Path

C1 A � R � C

C2 A � R � C

C3 B � R � C

C4 B � R � C

Table 3
Pseudo-code specification of the Iterative Dynamic Bandwidth
Allocation algorithm (IDBA)

Algorithm IDBA(Kg, Oln�1
k , Rl, al

k)

(1) initialize KNS
g ¼ Kg

(2) run SDBAðKNS
g ;Rl; al

kÞ, thus determining f n
k ; k 2 KNS

g
(3) set NNS

g;b ¼ 0
where NNS

g;b represents the number of bottlenecked
connections
among the set of greedy non-Served connections, KNS

g
(4) for every connection k 2 KNS

g ,
if ðsrk þ f n

k < Oln�1
k Þ

increase NNS
g;b by 1

end if
end for

(5) if ðNNS
g;b ¼ jKNS

g jÞ
Mark all connections as served; then stop

end if
(6) if ðNNS

g;b < jKNS
g jÞ

for every connection k 2 KNS
g ,

if ðsrk þ f n
k P Oln�1

k Þ
rn

k ¼ Oln�1
k

f n
k ¼ rn

k � srk

mark k as served; hence KNS
g ¼ KNS

g � fkg
for every link l, update the residual capacity and
the number of crossing greedy connections as
follows:

Rl ¼ Rl �
P

kf n
k � al

k
nl ¼ nl �

P
kal

k
end for

end if
end for

end if
(7) if (All connections are served) or (There is no extra-

bandwidth to distribute)
then stop;
else go to Step (2)
end if
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between nodes (A,C) and two connections (C3 and
C4) between nodes (B,C). Connections paths are
reported in Table 2, while the residual capacity Rl,
expressed in bandwidth units, is indicated for each
link in Fig. 2.

In the first iteration, Fl is equal to 0.5 for link
A � R, to 5 for link B � R and to 0.75 for link
R � C; hence the first bottleneck is link A � R,
Fa = 0.5 and f n

C1
¼ f n

C2
¼ 0:5. The residual capacities

on links A � R and R � C become equal to 0 and 2,
respectively. In the second iteration, Fl is equal to 1
for link R � C and to 5 for link B � R; hence the
second bottleneck is link R � C, Fa = 1 and
f n

C3
¼ f n

C4
¼ 1.

5.2.3. Iterative dynamic bandwidth allocation

algorithm

Since SDBA does not take into account sources’
offered load, it can allocate to a source more band-
width than it can use, thus wasting it. For this rea-
son, we propose the Iterative Dynamic Bandwidth
Allocation (IDBA) algorithm, detailed in Table 3,
that takes into account source’s offered load, which
can be measured on-line at ingress routers. IDBA
can therefore be used when users’ utility functions
are unknown while sources’ offered load can be
determined.

IDBA takes as input the offered load Oln�1
k ;

k 2 Kg besides all the inputs considered by SDBA,
to compute the amount of extra-bandwidth f n

k ; k 2
Kg that is assigned to each greedy connection during
the nth update interval.

In this algorithm, a greedy connection is defined
as Served when its total assigned rate, srk þ f n

k , is at
least equal to its offered load, otherwise it is defined
as non-Served. Let KS

g and KNS
g denote the set of

greedy Served and non-Served connections respec-
tively.

For every update interval n, all greedy connec-
tions k 2 Kg are initialized as non-Served. In every
iteration, the SDBA algorithm is used to determine
the extra-flow assignment for all non-Served

connections.
IDBA iterates over the two following steps until
either all sources become Served or the extra-band-
width on the bottleneck links is completely
allocated:

• First, the extra-bandwidth individuated in the
network is allocated fairly among the non-Served

greedy connections using SDBA(KNS
g ,Rl,al

k).
• Second, for every non-Served greedy connection,

k 2 KNS
g if srk þ f n

k > Oln�1
k then rn

k is set equal
to Oln�1

k and the connection is classified as
Served; the difference, srk þ f n

k � Oln�1
k , is redis-

tributed in the next iteration to the remaining
non-Served greedy connections.

To take into account users weights in the SDBA
and IDBA algorithms, it is sufficient to substitute nl
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in Tables 1 and 3 with wl, which is defined as the
sum of the weights of all greedy connections that
are routed on link l.

It should be clarified that our proposed algo-
rithms can temporarily present some limitations in
bandwidth allocation, since the bandwidth allocated
to a user can at most double from an update interval
to the successive one. This could affect the perfor-
mance of users that experience steep increases in
their transmission rate. In these situations, as
already stated, a penalty can be introduced if the
user perceives that his subscribed rate has not been
allocated in the current update interval.

In Section 7 we evaluate numerically this effect
showing at the same time how it is counterbalanced
by increased network revenue in all the considered
network scenarios under several traffic load
conditions.

6. Ideal bandwidth allocation algorithm

In this section we introduce a novel and flexible
mathematical model, Ideal Bandwidth Allocation
(IBA), that maximizes the total network revenue
and provides bounds to the performance achievable
by any on-line dynamic bandwidth allocation
algorithm.

IBA assumes the exact knowledge of future traf-
fic offered to the network. We maintain all the
assumptions made for the OBA model in the previ-
ous section. The bandwidth allocation is performed
optimizing the operation of the network loaded with
the actual and future traffic. No practical bandwidth
allocation scheme can perform better.
Fig. 3. Arrival time, offered load and duration
This mathematical model extends the utility max-
imization problem addressed in [7] and its solution
can be obtained with LP techniques when all utility
functions are concave.

IBA allows to gauge the impact of the traffic pre-
dictor used to assign bandwidth to non-greedy con-
nections, as well as of the granularity in bandwidth
assignment (i.e. the sensitivity to the parameter Tu)
on the performance of our proposed dynamic band-
width allocation algorithms.

Let us model the network with the same notation
introduced previously, where a set of K connections
is offered to the network. Each connection k is fur-
ther characterized by its arrival time, its duration
and the traffic offered to the network in every
instant s, Olk(s). Given K connections (Fig. 3 shows
an example for K = 4), the time interval from the
arrival of the first connection and the ending time
of the last connection is subdivided in a set I of time
intervals. In each time interval, t, the traffic offered
by each connection (referred to hereafter as Olt

k)
remains constant.

In each time interval t, all connections that have
Olt

k < srk (i.e. idle and non-greedy connections) are
assigned their offered load Olt

k. All other connec-
tions are classified as greedy; let Kt

g be the set of con-
nections that are greedy in time interval t. Let Rt

l be
the residual bandwidth available on each link l in
time interval t after having allocated bandwidth to
all idle and non-greedy connections.

Based on the above definitions and notations, we
establish the mathematical formulation of the IBA
model. The decision variable rt

k, k 2 Kt
g, represents

the amount of bandwidth that is allocated to each
of the connections offered to the network.
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greedy connection during the time interval t. We
maximize the total network extra-revenue consider-
ing the following mathematical model:
6 Mb/s

10 Mb/s

1 2

Fig. 4. Network topology with a single bottleneck and 20 source–
destination pairs.
Maximize
X
t2I

X
k2Kt

g

Ukðrt
kÞ � U kðsrkÞ; ð7Þ

s:t: srk 6 rt
k 6 Olt

k; 8k 2 Kt
g; t 2 I ; ð8ÞX

k2Kt
g

rt
k � al

k 6 Rt
l; 8l 2 L; t 2 I : ð9Þ

The objective function (7) is the total network
extra-revenue.

Constraint (8) imposes that, for every time inter-
val t, the total load allocated to each greedy source k

does not exceed the total load offered to the network
by k, thus avoiding to waste extra-bandwidth.

Finally, constraint (9) represents capacity con-
straints expressed for each link of the graph.
7. Numerical results

In this section we compare the performance of
the proposed dynamic bandwidth allocation algo-
rithms with a static provisioning strategy, which
consists in assigning to each source k its subscribed
rate srk, and to the theoretical bounds provided by
the proposed mathematical model.

We refer to different network scenarios to cover a
wide range of possible environments. The simula-
tion tool we used was J-Sim simulator version 1.3
[30].

We consider the following performance metrics:
the average accepted load and network extra-reve-
nue. The average accepted load is obtained averag-
ing the total load accepted in the network over all
the bandwidth update intervals, while the average
network extra-revenue has been defined in Section
4.

All numerical results have been calculated over
long-lived data exchanges, achieving very narrow
95% confidence intervals [31]. The duration of each
simulation was equal to 5000 s.

In the first scenario we gauge the effectiveness of
the proposed traffic-based bandwidth allocation
algorithms. We consider, in line with [2,16], the sce-
nario illustrated in Fig. 4, that consists of a single
bottleneck with 2 core nodes, 6 access nodes and
40 end nodes (20 source–destination pairs). All links
are full-duplex and have a propagation delay of
1 ms.
The capacity of the link connecting the two core
nodes is equal to 6 Mb/s, that of the links connect-
ing the access nodes to core nodes is equal to
10 Mb/s, and that of the links connecting the end
nodes to access nodes is 2 Mb/s. The buffer size of
each link can contain 50 packets. All these settings
are in line with those used in [2] to obtain numerical
results.

We use 20 exponential On–Off traffic sources; the
average On time is set to 200 s, and the average Off
time is varied in the 0–150 s range to simulate differ-
ent traffic load conditions while varying at the same
time the percentage of bandwidth left unused by
each connection. During On times each source
transmits with a fixed rate that we refer to hereafter
as the source’s peak rate.

Six sources have a peak rate of 50 kb/s and a sub-
scribed rate of 150 kb/s, eight sources have a peak
rate of 250 kb/s and a subscribed rate of 200 kb/s,
while the remaining six sources have a peak rate
of 1 Mb/s and a subscribed rate of 500 kb/s; the
minimum bandwidth required by each source,
r_mink, is equal to 10 kb/s. The algorithm updating
interval, Tu, is set to 20 s.

We assume, for simplicity, that all users have the
same weight and the same utility function proposed
in [8], Uk(x) = a Æ log(b + x), where a P 0 and
0 6 b 6 1. In this scenario, we consider a = 0.5
and b = 1.

Note that a realistic characterization of network
applications is outside the scope of this paper. The
specification of the utility function allows us exclu-
sively to gauge the extra network revenue that can
derive from the deployment of our proposed band-
width allocation algorithms.
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Fig. 5. Average total accepted load (a) and network extra-revenue (b) versus the average load offered to the network of Fig. 4 (all users
have the same utility function).
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Fig. 5a and b shows, respectively, the average
total load accepted in the network and the corre-
sponding total extra-revenue as a function of the
average total load offered to the network.

In all the following figures we report the upper
bound provided by our proposed mathematical
model, IBA. We compare the performance of our
allocation algorithms to such bound later in this
section.

It can be observed that the best performance is
achieved by the Optimum Bandwidth Allocation
algorithm, OBA, and the Iterative Dynamic Band-
width Allocation algorithm, IDBA. SDBA achieves
lower performance, but it still outperforms static
bandwidth allocation both in terms of total
accepted load and network revenue.

The maximum network extra-revenue is achieved
when the average Off time of exponential sources is
equal to 80 s, corresponding to an offered load
approximately equal to 6 Mb/s. In this situation,
in fact, the average number of idle connections
(i.e. 6) is sufficiently high to exalt our dynamic allo-
cation algorithms that re-allocate unused band-
width to active users who can take advantage of
it, sending extra-traffic and generating network
extra-revenue. With lower Off time values (i.e. with
higher offered loads) the total revenue slightly
decreases as less connections are idle, in average,
and consequently less bandwidth is available for
re-allocation.

To investigate the impact of the update interval
duration on the algorithms’ performance, we have
considered, in the same scenario, different values
for Tu, viz. 40 s and 60 s. We found that the average
increase in the total accepted load, expressed as a
percentage of the traffic admitted in the static allo-
cation case, is of 14% for Tu = 40 s and 11% for
Tu = 60 s, while for Tu = 20 s it was 24% (see
Fig. 5a).

Using small values for Tu allows to track traffic
variations more precisely, thus leading to a better
performance. However, there exists a trade-off
between the granularity in bandwidth allocation
and the overhead resulting from more frequent mes-
sage exchanges, as we will quantify at the end of this
section.

In the same scenario of Fig. 4 we then considered
different utility functions for some sources. More
specifically, the six connections having a subscribed
rate equal to 500 kb/s have associated the utility
function 3

2
� logð1þ xÞ, while all the other connec-

tions have the same utility function as in the previ-
ous scenario, i.e. 1

2
� logð1þ xÞ.

Fig. 6a and b shows the total accepted load and
network extra-revenue achieved by the various allo-
cation algorithms. In this scenario, OBA achieves
the better performance in terms of network revenue.
This is expected since it distributes network extra-
bandwidth taking into account users’ utility func-
tions, differently from IDBA, SDBA and static
provisioning.

Finally, in the same scenario of Fig. 4 we fixed
the average Off time of exponential sources to
100 s while maintaining the average On time equal
to 200 s, and we varied the peak rate of all sources
scaling it by a factor a, with 0.25 6 a 6 1.5. We
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considered different utility functions as in the previ-
ous scenario. Fig. 7a and b shows the total accepted
load and the total extra-revenue in this scenario.

At very low load the static provisioning tech-
nique achieves slightly higher performance than
dynamic allocation algorithms, and it practically
overlaps the upper bound provided by our proposed
mathematical model, IBA. This is due to the fact
that in this situation static provisioning is in effect
sufficient to accommodate all incoming traffic; on
the other hand, dynamic provisioning algorithms
need some time (in the worst case up to Tu seconds)
to track the transition of sources from the idle to the
active state. For all other traffic loads the advantage
of the proposed dynamic bandwidth allocation
algorithms with respect to static allocation is evi-
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Fig. 7. Average total accepted load (a) and network extra-revenue (b) a
The Off time of the exponential sources is fixed and set to 100 s.
dent both in terms of accepted load and network
revenue. More specifically, OBA achieves the best
performance in terms of network revenue especially
for high offered loads; note that IDBA achieves
almost the same performance as SDBA for medium
offered loads.

We further considered a scenario where band-
width allocation is applied to aggregate traffic flows.
To this aim we used the same network topology of
Fig. 4, with 18 end nodes (nine source–destination
pairs). We considered nine aggregate traffic sources
which generate long-range dependent (LRD) net-
work traffic obtained, in line with [32], by multiplex-
ing 10 Pareto On–Off sources with average On time
set to 200 s, and average Off time varied in the 0–
300 s range. The Pareto shape parameter of both
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s a function of the average load offered to the network of Fig. 4.
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On and Off periods was set to 1.9. Three out of nine
aggregate sources have a peak rate of 250 kb/s,
three have a peak rate of 1 Mb/s and the remaining
three have a peak rate of 2 Mb/s. All aggregate
sources have a subscribed rate of 500 kb/s. The
sources with a peak rate of 2 Mb/s have associated
the utility function 3

2
� logð1þ xÞ, while all the other

sources have a utility function equal to 1
2
� logð1þ xÞ.

The results are shown in Fig. 8a and b and confirm
that our proposed bandwidth allocation algorithms
provide good performance also in the presence of
aggregate traffic flows, with OBA exhibiting the best
performance. Even though for high offered loads the
traffic accepted is almost the same for all the consid-
ered allocation algorithms, OBA achieves higher
network extra-revenue since it takes explicitly into
account users’ utility functions in the extra-band-
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Fig. 9. Network topology with
width distribution process. These results are in line
with those reported in Fig. 6a and b.

We then considered the network topology shown
in Fig. 9, originally proposed in [2]. It comprises
eight core nodes and seven bidirectional links, all
having the same propagation delay, equal to 1 ms.
Links capacities are indicated in the figure, and
the three highlighted links are the bottlenecks in this
network topology. Twelve exponential On–Off traf-
fic sources are considered, and their source and des-
tination nodes are indicated in Fig. 9. Table 4
reports the peak rate, the subscribed rate, the utility
function and the path for all the connections. Note
that, with such paths choice, various connections
compete for network capacity with different connec-
tions on bottleneck links. All other parameters are
set as in the previous scenarios.
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Fig. 10. Average total accepted load (a) and network extra-revenue (b) as a function of the average load offered to the network of Fig. 9.

Table 4
Peak rate, subscribed rate, utility function and path for the connections in the network scenario of Fig. 9

Connection Peak rate (kb/s) Subscribed rate (kb/s) Utility function Path

1 40 100 0.5 log(1+x) 1–3–5
2 40 100 0.5 log(1+x) 1–3–4–6–7
3 40 100 0.5 log(1+x) 2–4–3–5
4 40 100 0.5 log(1+x) 2–4–6–7
5 500 300 0.5 log(1+x) 1–3–4–6–8
6 500 300 0.5 log(1+x) 1–3–5
7 500 300 0.5 log(1+x) 2–4–6–8
8 500 300 0.5 log(1+x) 2–4–3–5
9 1000 300 1.5 log(1+x) 1–3–4–6–7

10 1000 300 1.5 log(1+x) 1–3–4–6–8
11 1000 300 1.5 log(1+x) 2–4–6–7
12 1000 300 1.5 log(1+x) 2–4–6–8
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Fig. 10 reports the total accepted load and net-
work revenue in this scenario. Even though OBA
and IDBA achieve the same total accepted load, it
can be observed in Fig. 10b that OBA outperforms
IDBA in network revenue, especially for high net-
work loads, where it achieves almost 18% higher
revenue than IDBA.

Finally, we considered the network topology pro-
posed in [8] and illustrated in Fig. 11. This network
scenario is more complex than the previous ones
and it allows us to test our proposed allocation
algorithms in a more realistic core network topol-
ogy. It comprises 11 core nodes, 8 access nodes,
36 end nodes (18 source–destination pairs) and 28
bidirectional links, all having the same propagation
delay, equal to 5 ms. The capacities of the links are
indicated in the figure.

Eighteen exponential On–Off connections are
offered to the network. Table 5 reports the peak
rate, the subscribed rate, the utility function and
the path for all the connections. The connections’
paths are the same as in [8].

Fig. 12 shows the performance of the considered
bandwidth allocation algorithms as a function of
the total load offered to the network. The results
are in line with those observed in the previous net-
work scenarios and show that our proposed alloca-
tion algorithms allow to increase both total
accepted traffic and network revenue with respect
to a static allocation technique. Finally note that
in this scenario the performance of IDBA almost
overlaps that of OBA. This is expected since in this
particular network topology, with the settings con-
sidered, few connections share capacity on each link
and the utilization of enhanced allocation algo-
rithms does not increase consistently network
performance.

The proposed mathematical model, IBA, pro-
vides an upper bound on the performance achiev-
able by any on-line allocation algorithm.
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Fig. 11. Network topology with a larger number of links.

Table 5
Peak rate, subscribed rate, utility function and path for the connections in the network scenario of Fig. 11

Connection Peak rate (kb/s) Subscribed rate (kb/s) Utility function Path

1 100 300 0.5 log(1+x) e2–B2–B3–B4–B5–e5
2 100 300 0.5 log(1+x) e3–B3–B9–B10–B7–e7
3 100 300 0.5 log(1+x) e2–B2–B1–B8–e8
4 100 300 0.5 log(1+x) e1–B1–B2–e2
5 100 300 0.5 log(1+x) e3–B3–B4–B5–e5
6 100 300 0.5 log(1+x) e1–B1–B8–B7–e7
7 500 400 0.5 log(1+x) e2–B2–B9–B10–B6–e6
8 500 400 0.5 log(1+x) e1–B1–B9–B11–B5–e5
9 500 400 0.5 log(1+x) e1–B1–B8–B7–B6–e6

10 500 400 0.5 log(1+x) e4–B4–B11–B10–B8–e8
11 500 400 0.5 log(1+x) e3–B3–B2–B1–B8–e8
12 500 400 0.5 log(1+x) e3–B3–B4–B5–B6–e6
13 1000 500 1.5 log(1+x) e2–B2–B3–B4–B5–e5
14 1000 500 1.5 log(1+x) e2–B2–B9–B10–B6–e6
15 1000 500 1.5 log(1+x) e1–B1–B9–B11–B5–e5
16 1000 500 1.5 log(1+x) e4–B4–B5–B6–B7–e7
17 1000 500 1.5 log(1+x) e2–B2–B1–B8–B7–e7
18 1000 500 1.5 log(1+x) e4–B4–B11–B10–B8–e8
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Two main factors impact on the performance of
our proposed heuristic bandwidth allocation algo-
rithms: traffic prediction and bandwidth allocation
granularity. Let us recall that in the bandwidth allo-
cation process, non-greedy sources are assigned a
bandwidth that can accommodate traffic growth
based on past traffic measurements. However, in
this process the bandwidth allocated to a source
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Fig. 11.
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can exceed its actual transmission rate. At the same
time, our allocation algorithms can assign excess
bandwidth to greedy sources, thus leading to a
potential bandwidth wastage.

On the other hand, since bandwidth allocation is
performed only every Tu seconds, traffic variations
can be tracked only with such granularity, leading
again to potential inefficiency in bandwidth
allocation.

The behavior observed in the network scenarios
of Figs. 9 and 11 shows that the impact of traffic
prediction is less remarkable with respect to that
of the update interval Tu. In effect, when all expo-
nential sources are always on and transmit at their
peak rate (i.e. Off time = 0, the rightmost point in
Figs. 10 and 12), no traffic variations occur at all,
and Tu has no impact on the performance of the
allocation algorithms. It can be observed that in this
case the gap between IBA and the heuristic algo-
rithms is negligible, meaning that the bandwidth
wasted due to the inefficiency of the traffic predictor
has little impact on the algorithms performance.

Since traffic prediction has even lower impact
when sources are not always active (i.e. Off
time P 0), we can conclude that, in these network
scenarios, the gap between IBA and heuristic algo-
rithms is mainly due to the bandwidth allocation
granularity for every network load value.

On the other hand, in the single-bottleneck sce-
nario of Fig. 4, the number of sources that share
the bottleneck link is higher than in the other net-
work scenarios, and the impact of traffic prediction
is not anymore negligible. This can be observed in
Figs. 6 and 7, where the gap between IBA and the
heuristic allocation algorithms is evident for all
offered loads.

Finally, we note that in all the considered net-
work scenarios, the performance of the proposed
dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithms (in par-
ticular, OBA) well approaches that of IBA, espe-
cially for high network loads.

To provide an upper bound on the signalling
overhead of our proposed architecture, let us con-
sider a network scenario with NE ingress routers
Ii, i = 1, . . . ,NE, and Mi connections that access
the network through Ii; let M ¼

PNE
i¼1Mi be the total

number of connections offered to the network.
Every Tu seconds each ingress router exchanges
update messages with all the other ingress routers
to report the current statistics about incoming con-
nections. For the most demanding allocation algo-
rithm we proposed, OBA, the parameters that
must be exchanged for each connection k are its
transmission rate (bn�1

k ), its offered load (Oln�1
k ), its

subscribed rate (srk) and its utility function (Uk).
If such information is encoded using b bits, then,
every Tu seconds each ingress router Ii must send
to all the other ingress routers NE � 1 identical mes-
sages, each of length bMi bits. The total number of
bits transmitted by Ii is therefore equal to
(NE � 1)bMi; hence a total of B ¼

PNE
i¼1ðNE � 1Þ

bMi ¼ ðNE � 1ÞbM signalling bits is generated each
update interval. In the worst case, all the messages
are transmitted over all the network links, so that
the signalling bitrate occupied on each link will be
equal to B

T u
¼ ðNE�1ÞbM

T u
bit/s. However, signalling mes-

sages can be exchanged between the group of ingress
routers using multicasting techniques, so that in the
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worst case only bMi bits are transmitted by ingress
router Ii on each link, and the overall signalling
bitrate becomes equal to bM

T u
bit/s. If we consider

for example a network scenario with NE = 10
ingress routers, M = 1000 connections, Tu = 20 s
and b = 64 bits, we obtain a signalling overhead of
28.8 kb/s over each link in the worst case using uni-
cast messages; if multicast messages are used the
overhead is reduced to 3.2 kb/s.

Following the same reasoning we can set an
upper bound on the delay involved in the exchange
of signalling messages. Let D be the maximum net-
work diameter (i.e. the maximum shortest path
between any two nodes in the network), and C the
capacity of the network bottleneck. If multicast
messages are used, then bM bits must be transmit-
ted. It is reasonable to expect that the multicast tree
diameter is not much greater than D; hence, if we
assume that signalling messages must traverse at
most 2D links, 2D � bM

C seconds are necessary in the
worst case, supposing that propagation delays are
negligible. In the same example network scenario
used above, with D = 10 links and C = 2 Mb/s, it
takes at most 0.64 s to transmit all signalling mes-
sages among ingress routers.

Based on the numerical example illustrated above
we believe that the signalling overhead and delay are
largely acceptable in most practical scenarios. How-
ever, note that both overhead and delay depend on
the total number of connections offered to the net-
work, M, and their impact on system behavior can
be considered negligible only as long as M is below
a threshold which is obviously related to the number
of ingress routers and the network size.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a novel service model
where users subscribe for guaranteed transmission
rates, and the network periodically individuates
unused bandwidth that is re-allocated and guaran-
teed with short-term contracts to users who can bet-
ter exploit it according to their traffic needs and
bandwidth utility functions.

We described a distributed dynamic resource
provisioning architecture for quality of service net-
works. We developed a set of efficient bandwidth
allocation algorithms that take explicitly into
account traffic statistics to increase the users per-
ceived utility and the network revenue. Our pro-
posed algorithms allow to overcome static
allocation and overbooking techniques, since they
perform bandwidth allocation adaptively, maximiz-
ing users’ satisfaction and allowing higher resource
utilization and network service differentiation.

We developed a mathematical model that allows
an optimal bandwidth allocation from the provider
point of view, maximizing network revenue. This
model provides upper bounds to the performance
achievable by on-line dynamic bandwidth allocation
algorithms.

Simulation results measured in realistic network
scenarios showed that our allocation algorithms
and service model increase consistently both
resource utilization and network revenue with
respect to static provisioning techniques.

Further, we showed that our bandwidth alloca-
tion algorithms approach the upper bounds pro-
vided by the mathematical model in the considered
network scenarios.
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